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Abstract
Racism resembles bacteria. It has an uncanny ability to resist cures. Like bacteria, racism
includes variants with unusual traits which have the ability to withstand an antibiotic attack on a
microbe. For the moment the drug or laws kill the defenseless bacteria, “leaving behind — or
‘selecting,’ in biological terms — those that can resist it. These renegade bacteria then multiply,
increasing their numbers a millionfold in a day, becoming the predominant microorganism.” My
point is that we once believed that racism had been defined and that we were on our way to
eradicate this ugly social disease only to find it active and well, but in another form.
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The Julian Samora Research Institute is committed to the generation, transmission, and
application of knowledge to serve the needs of Latino communities in the Midwest. To this end, it has
organized a number of publication initiatives to facilitate the timely dissemination of current research
and information relevant to Latinos.
•

Research Reports: JSRI’s flagship publications for scholars who want a quality publication with more detail than
usually allowed in mainstream journals. These are produced in-house. Research Reports are selected for their
significant contribution to the knowledge base of Latinos.

•

Working Papers: for scholars who want to share their preliminary findings and obtain feedback from others in
Latino studies.

•

Statistical Briefs/CIFRAS: for the Institute’s dissemination of “facts and figures” on Latino issues and conditions.
Also designed to address policy questions and to highlight important topics.

•

Occasional Papers: for the dissemination of speeches, papers, and practices of value to the Latino community
which are not necessarily based on a research project. Examples include historical accounts of people or events,
“oral histories,” motivational talks, poetry, speeches, technical reports, and related presentations.

The Illusive Race Question and Class:
A Bacteria that Constantly Mutates
“Bacteria consist of only a single cell, but don’t let their small size and seeming simplicity fool
you. They’re an amazingly complex and fascinating group of creatures. Bacteria have been found
that can live in temperatures above the boiling point and in cold that would freeze your blood.
They “eat” everything from sugar and starch to sunlight, sulfur and iron. There’s even a species
of bacteria — Deinococcus radiodurans — that can withstand blasts of radiation 1,000 times
greater than would kill a human being.”
Source: Stalking the Mysterious Microbe!
http://www.microbe.org/microbes/bacterium1.asp

Racism resembles bacteria. It has an uncanny
ability to resist cures. Like bacteria, racism
includes variants with unusual traits which have
the ability to withstand an antibiotic attack on a
microbe. For the moment the remedy kills the
bacteria, “leaving behind — or ‘selecting,’ in
biological terms — those that can resist it. These
renegade bacteria then multiply, increasing their
numbers a millionfold in a day, becoming the
predominant microorganism.”1

The illusiveness of race and the failure of the
Latino community to recognize it shook me
during the 2004 Election. Just 10 years before,
California Latinos had overwhelmingly voted
against Proposition 187, perceiving it as a racist
attack. Pete Wilson became a symbol of this
racism and Republicans could not get enough
Latino votes to be elected statewide. In 2004, not
only did more than 40% nationally vote for “W,”
but they also voted for Arnold Schwarzenegger,
“the Terminator.” The African-American
community maintained their coalition intact, but
cracks were appearing. Moreover, due to a
declining population and dispersal, the Black
community was losing political power, which
meant that there would fewer Ron Dellums.

Racism is similar to bacteria. We once
believed that we had defined racism and that we
were on our way to curing this ugly social
disease only to find racism in another form.
Race in America
Thirty-five years ago, it was easy to tell the
good guys from the bad. But, today even the
good old boys invoke the name of Martin Luther
King. According to their reasoning, Dr. King
would have been against affirmative action
because it was reverse racism. George W. Bush
talks and acts like a cracker, yet one would have
a hard time arguing that he was a racist when his
main back-up on his cabinet is black. Or, for that
matter, he can wheel out a “little brown” nephew
on the campaign trail as proof that he loves
Mexicans. It is hard to call the Bushes racist
when their mistresses of choice are Mexican
women. Still, his policies hurt the poorest the
most -- who are in the majority people of color.
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Source: Leslie B. Rout, Jr., The African Experience in Spanish America
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1976): 130.
http://grad.cgu.edu/~ruffinh/webpage/raceclassification.htm
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least being African or Indian depending on
whether one was a slave.

In order to explain and fight white privilege,
we have to explain why the Latino community
was unable to recognize or vote its race and class
interests. As a group, Latinos are now 15% of the
population and progressives can no longer afford
to ignore them or write off the 2004 elections as
aberrations. Aside from color, the Black
experience has included more than 200 years of
civil rights struggle. Among the Latino groups
only the Mexicans and the Puerto Ricans have
this kind of history. The lack of exposure to the
U.S. bacteria leaves them without a language to
define racism and it, therefore, goes unnoticed.
Fortunately, there are many within that
community that recognize the danger.

By late in the colonial period, these lines
were blurred and the castas, as they were called,
moved themselves up in categories to gain more
privileges. Lighter skinned mestizos and mulatos
sometimes became criollos, Spaniards born in
the New World.2
Anthropologist Eric Wolf wrote in his Sons
of the Shaking Earth:
The total number of Spaniards who
migrated to Middle America has been
estimated at 300,000. With the Spaniard
came another element of population, the
African slave. Roughly 250,000 were
imported into Mexico during the three
centuries of the slave trade… No part of
Middle America is without Negro
admixture, although the physical
evidence of this admixture has probably
been submerged.3

The truth be told, most nonwhite groups have
fought for the right to be white or at least near
white. Being white carries entitlements or
privileges. African Americans realized that being
lighter meant a relief from back breaking
fieldwork. Indians in Colonial Mexico
recognized if they were mestizos they no longer
had to pay tribute in form of labor. Whether one
was considered white or not always depended on
the will of the dominant society. In the case of
U.S. Mexicans this has been like a faucet, one
minute it is on and the next minute it is off. Very
early in the occupation of the Southwest, white
merchants -- in the absence of white women -labeled selected Mexican women “Castillian”
and married them. This lasted for a brief time
and was withdrawn when white women became
available.

Slavery made the colonial world turn and the
Spaniards sold an estimated 100,000 Filipino
slaves to mines and haciendas in New Spain.
Most Filipino slaves were brought through
Acapulco on Manila galleons. They called the
Asians “African” because the Spaniards wanted
more slaves, and the law limited slavery to
Africans. Most of the Asian slaves were taken
from their homes in Borneo, New Guinea,
Malaysia, and the southern islands in the
Philippines. According to a Filipino source, four
million filipinos were taken off the islands.4

However, we cannot understand racism as it
relates to Latinos solely be understanding the
U.S. experience. Mexicans, for example, brought
a legacy of 300 years of colonialism. Race
classification differed from the U.S. where a
drop of Indian or African blood made them
nonwhite. Passing was much more intense in
Mexico than it was in the United States largely
because it was possible to move up in racial
categories. In New Spain, there were at least 18
different classifications for males and females,
with the most entitled being Spanish, and the

The castas in New Spain passed for white
because they looked it. It became part of the
culture of survival. Even today race is hidden by
myths of being more white than Indian or, for
that matter, African. For example, La Familia -an ancestral group in the Los Angeles area -focuses on Chihuahuan genealogy (Chihuahua is
one of those northern Mexican states that claims
to be less Indian than the rest of Mexico). Yet
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is colonialism. For this purpose, the works of
Frantz Fanon are still relevant in so far as race is
concerned.6

when tracking ancestry, a significant number of
the groups’ ancestors were African and all had
Indian blood. The truth be told, 10% of
Chihuahuans were self identified mulatos in
1810 which meant that a much higher number
had African blood. A significant number of those
who called themselves white had ancestors who
were slaves, which did not necessarily mean that
they were Africans. In Colonial Mexico, there
were more Indian slaves than African and Asian
slaves.

In Black Skin, White Masks, Fanon writes
that “there is nothing surprising, within a family,
in hearing a mother remark that ‘X is the
blackest of my children’ - it means that X is the
least white.”7
Similarly, Mexican culture was formed by a
racial order that was based on race, and it persists
in the attitudes of Mexican families to this day
who still have sayings such as Que bonita pero
prietita (how pretty but dark) that qualify beauty
according to skin hues. Color is very important
and little girls are encouraged to keep out of the
sun. This concept of beauty is deeply embedded
within many Latinos historical memories. This
colonial mentality can be seen on Spanish
language TV where there are more non-Indian
looking Latinas than dark ones.

After Independence, not all Mexicans felt
Mexican. Indeed, the Indian was never
collectively included regardless of popular
Mexican lore. However, a pattern of denial
continued which was played out in the United
States where Mexican elites often considered
themselves racially different from so-called
lower class Mexican cholos. Class trumped race,
or at least it made one look the other way. In
California, the castas became rancheros and
were assumed white, although -- as in the case of
Pio Pico -- some were mulatos.

Still, the definition of race is not static and it
has a different sense than it had 50 years ago.
History suggests that the United States has an
uncanny ability to mutate and reinvent
categories, and eventually absorb segments of
the targeted group. Take the word “immigrant.”
It has racial implications and it encourages
people of the same race to distance themselves
from immigrants. A Green card gives former
immigrants privileges.

The Complexity of Race
Although I deal with Latinos in this paper, I
focus on Mexicans because they compose at
least two-thirds of the U.S. Latino population.5
Moreover, there are differences between the
disparate nationalities in their perception of race.
For example, some Argentines have pretensions
of being Italians or European, and many Cubans
of being Gallegos. Lately along with poor
Central American refugees, elites have also fled
their countries of origin to avoid efforts to level
society by ending white privilege. In their case,
class defines race and hides their Indian and
African heritage.

A Glimpse at Latin America Race Scholars
Brazil
Not surprising Brazil is the leader in the
Latin American debate. It draws on the wealth of
African studies’ research. Sugar drove the heavy
importation of slave labor and the demise of the
indigenous population. By 1600 Brazil exported
30,000 tons per year, far ahead of the second
largest world producer of sugar, the Madeira
Islands, with 8,000 tons.8

It is not the purpose of this paper to dwell on
these differences, although the differences often
make for interesting copy. Suffice to say that the
racial admixtures in the countries of origin often
determine the differences even so far as their
taste in music. A practical common denominator
3

According to Shamil Cruz:

The selection of Brazil by UNESCO was
probably influenced by Gilberto Freyre’s
Masters and the Slaves.14 Published under the
title of Casa Grande e Senzala (1933), Masters
and the Slaves created a sensation in Brazil and
later around the world. Freyre examined colonial
Brazil as the Portuguese colonizers lived on huge
sugar plantations with African slaves. According
to Freyre, the coexistence of masters and slaves
was accompanied by sexual promiscuity and the
races mingled and intermarried freely. Masters
and the Slaves was, at the time, perceptive and
romantic. Freyre’s exaggerated narrative
concludes that this interaction produced a “racial
democracy” unique to Brazil.

From then until the abolition of the
slave trade in 1870, at least 10 million
Africans were forcibly brought to the
Americas: about 47% of them to the
Caribbean islands and the Guiana’s;
38% to Brazil; and 6% to mainland
Spanish America. About 4.5% went to
North America, roughly the same
proportion that went to Europe.9
Today, Brazil has a population of about 184
million. Its white population includes
Portuguese, German, Italian, Spanish, Polish is
estimated at 55%, mixed white and black 38%,
African 6% and the other that includes Japanese,
Arab, Amerindian 1%.10

True in Brazil, black and white people
generally get along better socially than they do in
the United States. However, racism lives in
Brazil. Widespread miscegenation has not erased
class differences and discrimination is harshest
on the darkest Brazilians who are also the
poorest. The mixing has not erased the effects of
the institution of slavery. For much of the 20th
Century Freyre’s Masters and Slaves was in
purgatory, but has lately risen and is evoking
heated debate in Brazil.15

The mountain of reading material on race by
American sociologists numbs me. The quantity
and quality of this literature bury the
comparative works available on race in Latin
American. Moreover, many Mexican and Latin
American scholars are U.S. educated and they
study race using U.S. paradigms.11 The work of
Anthropologist Melville J. Herskovits (18951963) is worthy of note. He had a long
involvement with Brazilian anthropologists and
did fieldwork in Brazil in 1941-1942. While not
formally involved with the UNESCO project on
race in Brazil, Herskovits influenced it. He also
worked with Colombian and Latin American
scholars such as Jean Price-Mars in Haiti,
Fernando Ortiz in Cuba, Arthur Ramos in Brazil,
and Gonzalo Aguirre Beltrán in Mexico with
whom he exchanged students.12

Livio Sansone, in Blackness Without
Ethnicity16 posits that Brazilian scholars should
move away from the bipolar U.S. and European
paradigms of race and ethnicity and drift toward
a subtler and more nuanced model of racialized
interactions peculiar to social life in Brazil and
much of Latin America.17 He begins his book by
stating, “We begin our exploration of race
relations in Brazil by taking a close look at racial
terminology, its internal logic, and how it has
evolved through history.18

After World War II, UNESCO -- at the
urging of Brazilian anthropologist Arthur Ramos
-- sponsored a pilot research project in Brazil to
study racism in that country. Brazil was chosen
because it was a developing country and it
appeared to represent an alternative to
segregation and other forms of racism.13

According to Sansone,
Brazil certainly is not a paradise for
blacks, but neither is it a racial hell.
Despite the relative absence of militant
identity politics and racial conflict, it is a
country with a system of race relations in
4

enjoy widespread acceptance among
lower classes, regardless of color, but
meet strong opposition from the
overwhelmingly white elite. The fracture
seems much stronger in terms of class
than color group. In fact, the popularity
of these measures increases substantively
when, in identifying the intended
beneficiaries, color is coupled with
income and social position more
generally. It is as though most Brazilians
know that their society is unjust, even in
racial terms, but refuse an (overtly) racebased remedy as a means to redress
social injustice.

motion. This system has introduced new
racialized barriers as well as new
possibilities for emancipation from
racialization.19
Sansone’s work opens space for rethinking
the role of race, which cannot be reduced to
economics but includes a discussion of location.
He acknowledges that there has been change:
The last two decades have seen a
series of new developments around black
identity and the politics of inclusion in
Brazil. The self-perception and
expectations of society’s marginalized
have changed. Influenced by the global
traffic of ideas and the broader reach of
media, related language and concepts
have evolved. Brazilians have become
more actively concerned about racial
inequality and have increased their
support for policies to address it.

The different views on race between U.S.
scholars and Brazilians has caused tensions.
Some Brazilian intellectuals have called the
American involvement intellectual imperialism
and criticize the influence of U.S. funding on
Brazilian research. They single out the Ford and
MacArthur Foundations and claim that they
impose categories generated by the U.S. black
experience. They say they are not applicable.
Unlike Americans who see race in terms of black
and white, Brazilians look at race as a continuum
of “colors.” While the criticism is valid, still U.S.
Black activism has impacted the popular sector.
As Peter Fry points out, “these ideas have found
resonance among Brazilian black activists.”

Sansone suggests that limited class mixing
occurs at bailes and between the residents of the
favela and those from better-off neighborhoods.20
As with the United States, despite the obvious
and pervasive discrimination, many Brazilians
argue that there is no racism.
This overall picture of social inequality
becomes even bleaker when one takes into
account the declining quality of public education
— the only schooling to which most Brazilians
have access — and trends in the labor market
and income distribution. Formal sector
employment has decreased, and the salary gap
between higher- and lower-paid work has
increased. In terms of average individual
income, the distance between the richest and the
poorest sectors is still very great.

For example, the stature of Martin Luther
King and Nelson Mandela is greater in Brazil
than the Brazilian Zumbi. This suggests that not
all Brazilians see race as a continuum of
“colors,” but rather the construction depends on
their ideological view. Although color is
rationalized, such as in the case of most of Latin
America, down deep there is a race
consciousness expressed by terms such as pessoa
de cor (person of color) and in the popular adage
“quern passa de branco preto e” (“He/she who is
not white is black”). The social and historical
construction of race in Brazil suggests an
underlying depending on class and location.21

Sansone concludes:
Unlike the situation in the United
States, these measures and policies have
not divided blacks from whites. They
5

It could be argued that Brazilian movies on
race bolster Fry’s perspective, or at least suggest
alternative views. “Poverty in Brazil has a
color.” Some 26% of Afro-Brazilians are
illiterate compared to 10% for whites. A black
man earns 48% less than a comparable white
worker. True racial discrimination is a crime, but
help-wanted ads often require ‘good appearance’
-- a code for white. According to the Gazeta
Mercantil, “From the racial viewpoint, Brazil
and the U.S. are different - there, whites and
blacks are equal, but live separately; here, they
are together, but unequal.” In Congress, only 12
of the 513 members of the Chamber of Deputies
and two of the 81 senators are of African
ancestry. Black pride, according to some
sources, has not taken root in Brazil outside of
Salvador. According to these sources, “a 1998
census found more than 300 descriptions for skin
color.”22

Mexicanize the natives, some native societies
have survived and consequently the question of
land remains central to their demands, i.e., the
case of the Zapatista Movement in Mexico that
frames their grievances in racial terms and
demand an autonomous region.24 The Indian
question differs from the Black question in that
Africans seek equality whereas the core of the
Indian demands resist assimilation.
Throughout Latin American history there
have been strategies to integrate the indigenous
peoples of Latin America. The Ideologies of
indigenismo have deep roots in Mexico, Peru,
Guatemala, and Bolivia and to some extent other
Latin American countries with large Indian
populations. But, indigenismo is controversial
and said by some to be a construct of the
dominant society and not Indians.
Indigenismo spoke of an “Indian problem,”
and looked for ways to incorporate Indigenous
societies into the mainstream national culture.
Many Indigenous peoples reacted strongly
against the idea that it was only by suppressing
their ethnic identity that they could rise above
their impoverished and exploited status. They
saw the indigenist movement as nothing more
than an extension of the imperialism which the
nation-state had imposed upon them.25 In the
case of native peoples, integration has never
been an alternative, what they have wanted is a
return of their land and culture.

Mexico
The discourse on race in Mexico is limited.
However, the readings suggest that race is seen
much like in Brazil as a continuum of “colors”
rather that “browns” and “whites.” The literature
on race is not as extensive as that of Brazil or the
United States.23 This is because there is no
sizeable black population in Mexico, which has
been cut off from race research unlike countries
with heavy black populations such as the
Caribbean, Brazil, and Colombia. Relations with
the indigenous population differ from that of
Africans. Another contributing factor is that
Chicanos did not have the same weight in
Mexico that black scholars have had on Latin
American countries. The Black Civil Rights
experiences has been more dramatic and better
documented.”

The effects of colonialism were devastating.
The population of Meso America fell from 38
million to just over a million in the first 80 years
of the occupation. As mentioned, intellectual
works on the Indian question lack the
cohesiveness of African-American race theory.
This is because the question of race has a
different context. In both cases, the system of
white privilege has produced inequalities based
on race. According to a 1996 International
Relations Center report,

In the name of the nation state, Indian land
was confiscated and their language was taken
from them, and they were marginalized in the
urban centers of the country. Despite attempts to
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If you superimpose the areas of the
worst social indices — malnutrition,
infant mortality, death rate, outmigration — on a map of Mexico, you
will have drawn over and over the
contours of Indian country. In these
areas, 70% or more of the inhabitants
speak an indigenous language, the
average illiteracy rate is 46%, compared
with 10% nationwide, and more than
75% of adults have not finished grade
school (sixth grade). Fifty-one percent of
the homes have no electricity, 68% no
running water, and 90% no sewage
system. These places have received few of
the benefits of national development. The
health system provides only 10.9 doctors
per 100,000 inhabitants, compared with
96 in non-Indian zones.26

Despite these statistics, much of the country
is either in denial or silent on the issue of racism
toward indigenous people. Popular articles
appear in the press on the topic. José Agustín
Ortiz Pinchetti wrote in La Jornada, “ During
the last 100 years, the racism in Mexico has
shown three characteristics: 1) it has slowed the
process of modernization, 2) it has contributed to
the dissolution of public consciousness, (and) 3)
it has damaged the moral assets of the nation.”28
He continues, “Mexicans, however, not only live
with discrepancies of incomes directly
correlating with race, but also live with the rest
of the inequalities that are linked to the caste
system present here. The original criollo (direct
Spanish descendants) structure still has a
hegemonic position within Mexico.” Ortiz
Pinchetti underscores the social inequality that
exists in Indian–mestizo relations which are
played out in competition for urban space. Being
an Indian results in negative identity forcing
social marginality.29

The Report continued,
More than half (51.6%) the women
who speak an indigenous language are
illiterate. This is five times the national
average and much higher than that of
male indigenous-language speakers.
Nearly three-fourths do not finish grade
school. In the plethora of Indian forums,
in the National Congress, and within
their own organizations, indigenous
women are speaking out against
arranged marriages, domestic violence,
and ill-treatment by health authorities,
including negligence and forced
sterilization. In many communities and
regions, they have formed ongoing
committees to represent their specific
interests.

There are more than 60 indigenous languages
still spoken in Mexico. Many live apart from the
nation-state formed by mestizo-creoles.
As with Brazil, racism is rooted in Mexico’s
colonial past. The majority of Mexicans are
mestizos, something that should not be
romanticized since it is at the heart of Mexico’s
racial problem. Contrary to popular lore,
miscegenation was not encouraged by the
Spanish Crown. It happened over time and laws
existed prohibiting Spanish officials and
Spaniards from marrying Indians or Africans.30
Intermixing occurred mostly in mining camps or
urban centers. As geographer Michael M. Swann
has shown, Spaniards tended to intermarry with
other Spaniards and occasionally with lighter
skinned mestizos. They were aware of their
privilege and protected their color. Indians
mixed with Indians while Africans and other
castas frequently produced admixtures.31 More
Africans entered New Spain than Spaniards to
1700.32 More than 100,000 Filipino slaves were
imported to New Spain.33 These admixtures were

Advocates for Indian rights essentially call
for the integration of the Mexican natives into
Mexican society. Marxists, for example, have
placed them within the proletariat and advocated
equality and a greater recognition of their
culture.27
7

obliterated by miscegenation which resulted in
racial segmentation.

This racism is reinforced in the United
States. Fortes de Left continues, “Spanish
colonization started a process of domination that
has since become a symbolic organizer that
underlies feelings and attitudes of racism,
discrimination, and segregation that have been
internalized in the minds of Mexicans for
generations.” The racial categorization that
occurred during the colonial period encouraged
future Mexicans to constantly seek to climb in
racial categories.35

The racial proportions would change during
the 19th century as the criollo and mestizos tried
by force to Mexicanize the Indian who resisted.
In turn the castas were further absorbed.
The Colonial heritage continues to affect
Mexicans on this side of the border. Therapist
Jacqueline Fortes de Leff writes:
Today in Mexico there is still overt
social racism against the indigenous
people, which segregate them from
economic
development,
political
participation,
and
educational
opportunities. Racial, cultural, and
social discrimination add to an
institutionalized system of privileges
maintained by the lack of a true
democratic system. Racism is often
present in Mexican families, underlying
numerous individual and relational
conflicts. However, invisible cultural
racism is the form of racism we see most
often in our therapeutic work.34

In the United States, the Latin American
model of a continuum of “colors” clashes with
the U.S. model. At the same time, U.S. Latinos
are confronted with broadened definitions such
as “Latino” and “Hispanic” that lump in all
Spanish-speaking nationalities into one category.
This confuses further the identification of race
and the class categories that the continuum
produces. And, it blurs the racial and historical
differences between the disparate Latino groups
in the United States who have arrived at different
points in history and under different
circumstances. These groups share a similar
colonial heritage, for sure, and, for the most part,
speak Spanish.36 They do not have the same
understanding of race in the U.S. Only the
Mexican and Puerto Rican have long civil rights
histories.37

POPULATION OF MEXICO IN 1810

The Illusion of Being White

CATEGORY

APPROX. NUMBER

Indians

PERCENT

3,676,281

60

15,000

0.3

Criollos
(Euromestizos)

1,092,397

18

Mestizos
(Indiomestizos)

704,245

11

Mulattoes and zambos
(Afromestizos)

624,461

10

10,000

0.2

Europeans
(peninsulares)

Blacks

The Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo gave
Mexicans the rights of full citizens, which many
reasoned meant the right to be called white.
According to Claire Sheridan, “In 1848, the
Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo set the framework
for Mexicans who resided in the ceded territories
to become U.S. citizens and established a
precedent for allowing Mexicans to naturalize.”38
However, there was a gap between what the
treaty said and reality. Mexicans were for the
most part regarded as nonwhite, and their right to
citizenship was challenged.39 This opposition
was often violent. According to William D.

Sources: Agustín Cue Cánovas, Historia social y económica de México
(1521-1854) (Mexico, 1972).
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Carrigan, “between 1848 and 1928, mobs
lynched at least 597 Mexicans.”40 More often
Mexicans were excluded from constitutional
protections.

listed themselves as white. The census lists only
302,933, or 8.0%, of island Puerto Ricans as
African; 158,415, or 4.2%, as two or more races;
and 3.76 million, or 98.8, as Latino.46

American
ambivalence
toward
the
Mexican’s race is mirrored in the U.S. Census.
Before World War II many government agencies
classified Mexicans as belonging to the “Red”
race, or just simply the Mexican race. In the
1930 census the U.S. Bureau of the Census listed
them as “Mexican.”41 In the 1940 census, the
instructions were, “Mexicans are to be regarded
as white unless definitely of Indian or other
nonwhite
race.”
Mexican
American
organizations knew that “white” carried
privileges and pressured the federal government
to label Mexicans Caucasian, which it did in
1948. Two years later, the 1950 Census Report
required “‘white’ (W) for Mexicans unless they
are definitely of Indian or other nonwhite race.”42
The U.S. Census Bureau continues to avoid
listing U.S. Latinos as a race and the latest 2000
census classifies Latinos as an ethnic group.

Indigenous-looking Mexicans in the United
States vehemently insist that they are white when
the reality is that they are not. This is surprising,
since most sources say that 60% of Mexicans are
mestizos, 30% are predominately Amerindian,
9% white, and 1% other.47 Throughout Mexico,
apart from their indigenous features, there are
those with African features who insist they are
mestizos or white.
Jamaican-born sociologist Orlando Patterson
took issue in a May 2001 New York Times article
that white people were becoming a minority in
the U.S. According to Patterson, census makers
failed to account for “the fact that nearly half the
Hispanic population is white in every social
sense of this term; 48% of so-called Hispanics
classified themselves as solely white, giving
only one race to the census taker.” Patterson also
pointed to high rates of intermarriage and
assimilation of Hispanics.48 But, even so, does
that make them white? Do most Americans look
at them as white? Will their inequality go away
by labeling them white?49

Adding to this quagmire, words have
different meaning to different folks. In the
United States the term “mestizo” is synonymous
with being Indian. The term “half-breed” has a
different meaning than “mixed blood.” The
American standard was that having one drop of
anything but white knocks you down a notch.
Even dogs step up in class if they are pure bred.
This has led to confusion among U.S.
Mexicans.43

The illusion of inclusion by white society has
encouraged racial stereotypes. For example, in
1986, Japanese Prime Minister Yasuhiro
Nakasone remarked that the average American
intellectual standard is lower than the average
Japanese standard because of the African
Americans and Latinos in the U.S. The Japanese
Prime Minister said the source of Japan’s
strength was its “racial homogeneity.”50
University of Texas Law School Professor Lino
Graglia in 1997 said that “Blacks and MexicanAmericans are not academically competitive
with whites in selective institutions… It is the
result primarily of cultural effects. They have a
culture that seems not to encourage achievement.
Failure is not looked upon with disgrace.”51

In the 2000 Census almost half of U.S.
Latinos (48%) classified themselves as “white
only” and 42% of Latinos considered themselves
of “some other race.” Only 4% identified
themselves as black or African American alone;
approximately 6% reported two or more races.44
Some 17% called themselves Latino or Hispanic,
which was neither a racial nor national
category.45 On the Island of Puerto Rico, 3.06
million or 80.5%, of island Puerto Ricans also
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What is the result? Is Race a Factor?

related to those things took much more
precedence in their minds.” According to the
Chronicle of Higher Education, “Booze, Food,
and Gay Rights” remained important issue to
students, but there was “Less Diversity, More
Apathy” (Farrell, E.F., “More Students Plan to
Work to Help Pay for College,” The Chronicle of
Higher Education, Feb. 4, 2005, Section:
Students; Pg. 1).

Today’s Children
In January 2005, the University of California
Los Angeles released the results of a survey
among freshmen nationwide that showed a
record high percentage of college freshmen
believing discrimination was no longer a major
problem in the United States. It quoted Karen
Hernández, 18, a first-year UCLA student from
Ontario planning to major in aerospace
engineering as saying “For me, the racial
boundaries are not there.” Hernández was not
especially concerned with the issue of race or
ethnic relations. The survey showed 22.7% of
freshmen saying that racism was no longer a
major problem in the United States. Some 30%
had grown up with students of other races and
felt comfortable with students of other
backgrounds. However, the survey found a gap
between minorities and white freshmen as to
whether it was essential or very important to
promote racial understanding: 23.5% of whites
said yes, it was essential or very important, and
54.8% and 43.6% of Latinos felt that way.52

The results should not come as a surprise
since the definition of racism has changed. Right
wing think tanks have reconstructed the
definition of race.53 Cable has entered the lives of
students, and whatever news they hear dismisses
the question of inequality. According to Robert
Novak, bringing up inequality is the promoting
of class warfare. At the same time, blacks and
Latinos are making it on TV. A Latino is a star on
“Desperate Housewives” and, hey, the number of
Latinas on porn sites is multiplying. For
example, “Naughty America” features “Latin
Adultery.” Simply the concept of community has
disintegrated. Increasingly, the students making
it to college are those who have been skimmed
off the top. In the case of Latino college students,
they often come from parochial, private, magnet
schools, or the Advanced Placement sectors of
their schools. Those making it to four year
colleges are the better qualified, both
academically and financially.

At the same time, freshmen are more
polarized politically. Some 26.1% of students
said their political views were liberal, compared
with 21.9% who self-identified as conservative.
This is despite the fact that more have to work,
their student loan debts are rising, and relatively
fewer minorities are making it to college. Sylvia
Hurtado, director of the institute at the
University of California-Los Angeles that
conducted the study says “the diversity in classes
at a lot of the large public universities has
decreased. Just in the University of California
system alone, the number of African-American
students attending has gone down incredibly.”
Hurtado adds “the election and the war were
heating up when they took this survey, so issues

In California, this academic segregation is
occurring along class lines. First, the selected
students in the public schools are upward bound
students who will receive some kind of aid and
the Latino middle class students whose parents
are able to afford a portion of the tuition and
costs. They are then to be distributed through
private colleges, the University of California,
California State University, and Community
College campuses generally along class lines.
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It’s Location, Location and Location

A majority of foreign-born Mexicans in
California feel discrimination in the schools and
workplace; significantly fewer foreign-born
Mexicans in Texas feel the same way. Only 31%
felt discrimination in schools is a major problem;
38% felt discrimination in the workplace is a
major problem. In Texas, U.S. born Mexicans
are less likely than foreign-born Mexicans living
in California to refer to themselves as Mexicans
and much more likely to call themselves Latinos
or Hispanics. Latinos overwhelmingly say that
discrimination is the problem. And a majority of
whites and African Americans agree; yet they are
less likely to conclude that discrimination
against Latinos is a problem.57

As suggested, Latinos take distinctive views
of race. Labeling Latinos is difficult especially
due to the group’s ambivalence toward race.
According to Sonya Tafoya of the Pew Center,
“The fact that changeable characteristics such as
income help determine racial identification
among Latinos, versus permanent markers such
as skin color, does not necessarily mean that the
color lines in American society are fading. On
the contrary, these findings show that color has a
broader meaning.”54 Of some 20 million Latinos
57% in 2000 lived in neighborhoods where they
composed less than half of the population. They
lived in census tracts where only 7% of residents
were Latinos; 43% resided in neighborhoods
where Latinos were the majority. Contrast this
with African Americans, 48% of whom lived in
census tracts with a majority black population.
On average, 71% of the residents in Latinomajority census tracts were Latinos. They
composed 7%, on the average, of the
neighborhoods where whites were in the
majority.55 The rule of thumb is that the more
segregated Latinos are the more problematic the
term
“Latino/Hispanic”
becomes
with
individuals identifying themselves more in terms
of “Mexican” or “Cuban.” Indeed, the Pew
Study suggests that Latinos of different countries
of origin believe they share no common culture.

There are differences according to location in
the attitudes of Latinos toward discrimination.
U.S. Cubans differ from Mexicans as do those
recently arrived from Honduras in what they call
themselves. For example, Latinos living in
predominantly white neighborhoods are more
apt to call themselves Hispanic than those living
in predominately Latino neighborhoods. Those
on the periphery will be influenced by the cores
closest to them. Predominately Mexican
neighborhoods generally have other Latinos
living within their borders so residents are
specific about their ancestry.
Assimilation is also affected by location and
contact with other Latinos. Location affects how
groups look at themselves. Americanization, or
the act of becoming Americanized in
mannerisms and culture, is more pronounced. A
cultural absorption takes place and Latinos begin
to lose their identities as they move into
predominantly white neighborhoods or go to
college. Meanwhile, there has been a change in
the attitudes of whites. In 1963, the Survey
Research Service of the National Opinion
Research Center reported that 59% of whites
responded that there should be “laws against
marriages between Negroes and whites.” Seven
years later, whites were split 48% to 48%. Since
1972, white support for such anti-miscegenation
laws has lessened among whites.58

Attitudes toward ethnic and national identity
are very different between first- and secondgeneration Latinos. When asked which term they
primarily use to describe themselves, firstgeneration Latinos are much more likely to
select their country of origin in Latin America
than are second-generation Latinos (68% vs.
38%). Only 6% of first-generation Latinos report
using the term “American” to describe
themselves compared to more than a third (35%)
of second generation Latinos. However, an equal
number (25%) of both first- and secondgeneration Latinos report using Latino/Hispanic
as the primary term to express identity.56
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As mentioned, identification depends on
location. Location dictates interracial dating or
contact with other groups is limited to the middle
class.59 Urban areas such as Los Angeles are
segregated. High schools such as Roosevelt and
Garfield in the Los Angeles Unified Schools are
upward of 96% Latinos.60 A Mumford Institute
study of Los Angeles schools suggests that
school segregation has increased among Latinos.
In 1989 the average Latino attended a school that
was 53% Latino, whereas 10 years later the
percentage was 57% Latino. Latinos overall
appeared to live in isolation from whites with
most urban areas registering an isolation of more
than 50%.61 In the Los Angeles-Long Beach area
registers a residential isolation of Latinos of
63.16%. The average Latino child is apt to attend
a school that is 69.3% Latino. The future
promises more heavily segregated schools. A
core of 10 inner city Los Angeles high schools in
1999 were more than 90% Latinos. In New York
City and Chicago, the average Latino student
attends a school that is 72.3% and 71.2%
Latino.62

24.9% of the county’s total population. The
percentage of Hispanics within these counties
exceeded the percentage Hispanics (less than
6%) for these states.”65
According to the 2000 census there was a
300% increase in Georgia’s Latino population
during the 1990s. It followed North Carolina
with a 394% increase and Arkansas at 337%.66
The “remaking of the symbols traditionally
associated with the South as Spanish,
Catholicism, and Latino music and cuisines are
becoming part of public spaces and landscapes
from Virginia to Arkansas.”67
Entire Mexican families migrate to small,
rural Arkansas towns to work in the poultry
industry.68 A survey showed “almost half of the
Latino participants (48%) mentioned racial and
ethnic discrimination as one of the things that
they do not like or is a cause for concern to them.
“La gente es muy cerrada, y no les gustan los
cambios” (the people are not open-minded, and
they don’t want changes).”69 The reaction has
been similar in Georgia. Although there are few
single males, according to Ellen Spears, this
growth has not been without tensions. “In Dalton
[Georgia], for example, civic and business
leaders promoted highly acclaimed exchanges
with Mexico to build strong inter-group relations
in the context of public education, yet white
flight has taken place from the now majority
Latino public schools. Latino agricultural
workers in south Georgia have been harassed by
local law enforcement.”70 Tensions have spilled
over between Latinos and African Americans71
[and] are more likely to stay, de la Pava says. The
Colombian immigrants, for the most part, are not
migrant workers seeking labor-intensive or lowwage jobs. They’re educated and upper-middle
class, the ones who had the money and the
connections to obtain a visa and a plane ticket to
the United States.” However, like the Chicano
owes a debt of gratitude toward blacks, like it or
not the most recently arrived Latin Americans -whether they accept it or not -- have benefitted
from the Chicano and Puerto Rican Movements
in this country.72

Half of the nation’s U.S. Latino population
lives in California or Texas. Three-quarters live
in California, Texas, New York, Florida, Illinois,
Arizona, and New Jersey. The largest Mexican
populations were in California, Texas, Illinois,
and Arizona, largely southwestern states. The
largest Puerto Rican populations were in New
York, Florida, New Jersey and Pennsylvania.
Some two-thirds of Cubans were in Florida.63
However, it is important to note that one of the
fastest growing regions in Latino population
growth is the U.S. South, where racism is still
alive. There good old American racism merges
with good old American nativism.64
According to demographer Betsy Guzman,
“While most Hispanics lived in the South or
West, some counties in nontraditional Hispanic
states such as Georgia and North Carolina had
sizable proportions of Hispanic populations.
Hispanics within some counties in North
Carolina, Georgia, Iowa, Arkansas, Minnesota,
and Nebraska represented between 6% and
12

There are class divisions within each group
which are often blurred by nationalism. For
example, in May 2002 I wrote an article
opposing the nomination of Honduran Miguel
Estrada to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia. The article pointed out that
Estrada was not qualified because he opposed
civil rights. Estrada came from an upper middle
class Honduran family and had immigrated to
the United States in his late teens. I received a
considerable number of e-mails accusing me of
being anti-Honduran from ultra conservative
Latinos, some of whom had ties with Contras.73 I
received similar responses for articles from the
Cuba American community for articles on Elián
González.74 These were the same elements that
supported Alberto González, a conservative
Mexican American Republican, for attorney
general.

cannot be applied to Latinos solely by using the
American paradigm. Latin American and
Mexican history and the literature on race must
be incorporated. Race often has different
meanings among U.S. Latinos. The different
admixtures have produced racially different
people. The dynamics of race are still developing
between Latinos and the arrival of large numbers
of immigrants who compete for space has
reinforced nationalism among the groups.
Whether one belongs to the Latino umbrella,
depends
greatly
on
location:
which
neighborhood you live in and what region of the
country you reside. The definition of race has
been further confused by the arrival of wealthy
Latin Americans who have fled the political,
social, and an economic leveling in many Latin
American countries. Many of these better
educated immigrants are a product of their
societies where color and family position
determine class. In the United States, many have
joined “Latino” organizations. They have little
awareness of the civil rights struggle in this
country and define racial progress as access. The
appointment of an Alberto Gonzales or a Miguel
Estrada is often more important than government
policies that level society.

This confusion and lack of clarity spells
problems for the future. The truth be told,
without race as a factor, it will be impossible to
assess the needs of Latinos and implement
programs to correct inequalities. Given the
history of the United States, identity has to be
constructed around more than “We are Number
One.” The fact that Latinos are the largest group
in the nation does not give them moral authority
and political power. The latter must be based on
the need to correct inequalities.

Like Ben Franklin once said, “We must
indeed all hang together, or most assuredly, we
shall all hang separately.” Like a bad virus
racism continues to mutate. Inequality will
worsen. A Harvard University Civil Rights
Project study found that, among graduation rates
in California’s five largest school districts, nearly
half of the Latino and African-American students
who should have graduated from California high
schools in 2002 failed to complete their
education. In the Los Angeles Unified School
District, just 39% of Latinos and 47% of African
Americans graduated, compared with 67% of
whites and 77% of Asians. Statewide, just 57%
of African Americans and 60% of Latinos
graduated in 2002, compared with 78% of whites
and 84% of Asians. Performance can be
predicted according to race and within the Latino

Conclusion
The point of the article is, that like bacteria,
the definition of race has changed much faster
than the academicians have defined it. It is
resistant to social antibiotics. Popular culture,
media and right wing think tanks are redefining
race.75 The emergence of Salma Hayek, Jennifer
López and “Desperate Housewives” has greatly
impacted this equation.76 Society has
incorporated them as sex symbols, plus they
have a lot of money. Much of the literature has
concentrated on the black experience. While
Latinos and blacks share in inequality, the
experiences are different. The race question
13

umbrella Mexicans would have an even higher
dropout. Nationally, about 68% of students
graduate on time. Researchers called the schools
“dropout factories.” Most students who drop out
do so between ninth and tenth grades. “In several
Los Angeles high schools, UCLA researcher
Julie Mendoza found that less than one-third of
ninth graders graduated on time.”77

It states that “the average white and Asian
student attends schools with the lowest shares of
poor students. The average black and Latino
student attends schools in which close to half the
students are poor, more than twice the exposure
of whites to poor students. The average Native
American student experienced the biggest
increase in exposure to poor students, from 31%
to 38% in 2002.”80

The Report goes on to state,
This class segmentation by race is
unacceptable in a so-called democratic society,
especially one as rich as the United States. The
denial that Latinos are dropping out of school or
are at the bottom of the economic ladder because
they are Latinos is denying history. The schools
are part of the nation’s infrastructure and schools
in minority neighborhoods are inferior because
of institutional racism, which is the collective
failure of the state to provide equal services to
people of color and the poor. It is just as systemic
and pervasive today as it was in the 1950s. As
demonstrated in the Brazilian experience, it is
not limited to individual racist behavior. It is
ingrained in the nation’s institutions. Because
Latinos come from a different historical
experience, racism is not as defined as the
African American definition. It produced results
such as the UCLA study where some students
race is no longer a factor. Or, Central American
and other Latin American elites believing that
bigotry can be solved by appointing a Miguel
Estrada to the federal bench. The reality is that
most Latino students live in segregated
neighborhoods and attend segregation schools
that are separate and unequal. They are dropping
out at a rate twice as high as white students.

The nation’s shockingly high dropout
problem is squarely concentrated in
heavily minority high schools in big
cities. The high level of poverty among
children, together with many housing
policies and practices which exclude
poor people from most communities,
mean that students in inner city schools
face isolation not only from the white
community but also from middle class
schools. Minority children are far more
likely than whites to grow up in persistent
poverty. Since few whites have direct
experience with concentrated poverty
schools, it is very important to examine
research about its effects.78
The Report continues:
Our study of metro Boston shows a
strong relationship between segregation
by race and poverty and teacher quality,
test scores and dropout rates. In the
entire metro region, 97% of the schools
with less than a tenth white students face
concentrated poverty compared to 1% of
the schools with less than a tenth
minority students. These differences were
strongly related to the results on the high
stakes MCAS state examinations.79
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